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ABSTRACT

Twenty-first-century human beings spend more than 90% of their time in indoor environments. The
emergence of cyber systems in the physical world has a plethora of benefits towards optimising
resources and improving living standards. However, because of significant vulnerabilities in cyber
systems, connected physical spaces are exposed to privacy risks in addition to existing and novel
security challenges. To mitigate these risks and challenges, researchers opt for anomaly detection
techniques. Particularly in smart home environments, the anomaly detection techniques are either
focused on network traffic (cyber phenomena) or environmental (physical phenomena) sensors’
data. This paper reviewed anomaly detection techniques presented for smart home environments
using cyber data and physical data in the past. We categorise anomalies as known and unknown in
smart homes. We also compare publicly available datasets for anomaly detection in smart home
environments. In the end, we discuss essential key considerations and provide a decision-making
framework towards supporting the implementation of anomaly detection systems for smart homes.
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1 Introduction

Smart Homes are the merger of conventional Information Technology (IT) or cyber systems with the physical
(real/tangible) world. There are three types of components in smart homes: i) cyber, components which have no
interaction with physical space; ii) physical, components which have direct interaction with physical space but no
connection with cyber-elements; and iii) cyber-physical, components that link cyberspace to physical space [1]. The
primary role of automation in smart homes is played by sensors, actuators, control systems and the Internet of Things
(IoT), a.k.a. smart devices. IoT devices are not just eyes and ears (audio/visual) anymore, as they evolved into other
senses, e.g. temperature, humidity, occupancy, air quality and many more. The possibility of smart devices because of
this evolution is limitless, such as a smart diaper proposed by [2], and Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) devices
[3].
Smart homes are primarily used for domestic living, where privacy and security are two major requisites. In the 21st
century, humans spend more than 90% of their time in indoor environments [4]. The new emerging concept of smart
homes brings a plethora of benefits towards optimising resources and improving living standards in smart homes coupled
with privacy and security threats. Like every other system, smart homes face several cyber-physical threats. These
threats can be detected in time if proper monitoring and defence mechanisms are in place. Knowledge of the systems’
sources, motivations, attack vectors, targetable components, and outcomes can help secure the system in advance.
Understanding human and system behaviour plays a vital role in detecting anomalies in the cyber-physical space. We
reviewed both cyber and physical anomaly detection techniques for smart homes. We categorised the techniques into
known and unknown categories and discussed anomaly detection in cyber and physical data. We compared publicly
available datasets for anomaly detection in smart home environments. In the end, we discussed essential aspects and
provided a decision-making framework to implement anomaly detection systems for smart homes. In order to improve
the readability of this article, we have listed all the abbreviations we used in Table 1.

1.1 Contributions

• We reviewed anomaly detection techniques used by researchers in the past within smart home environments
• We categorised anomalies as (i) known and (i) unknown anomalies and explored how cyber and physical data

could be used to detect anomalies.
• We compared how publicly available datasets are employed for the development, evaluation, and testing of

anomaly detection techniques in smart home environments.
• We presented a decision-making framework for anomaly detection implementation in smart homes.

1.2 Research Questions

Following are the research questions we aim to address in this survey:

RQ1 What are the known anomalies and unknown anomalies in a smart home context?
Anomaly detection techniques in the smart homes context are based on two types. (i) Known anomalies in
which data samples of anomalous activities are available, for example, DoS attacks, port scanning attacks,
inactivity, and behaviour of people living with health conditions like hypertension, dementia, or Alzheimer’s
disease. (ii) Unknown anomalies in which data samples of anomalous activities are not available, i.e., only
normal activities dataset is available.

RQ2 What are the key features and characteristics of anomaly detection techniques using cyber data in the
smart home context?
Anomaly detection in the smart home context uses cyber data, that is, the cyber footprint of activities by
humans or devices, mostly consisting of network traffic or system logs. There can be various ways to detect
anomalies due to different types of attacks on heterogeneously configured smart home networks.

RQ3 What are the key features and characteristics of anomaly detection techniques using physical data in the
smart home context?
Anomaly detection in the smart home context also uses physical data, which are the values of environmental
sensors like temperature, humidity, illumination, motion, CO2, etc. and other smart devices (the physical
phenomena). There are various combinations of sensors that can be employed to find anomalous activities in a
smart home environment.

RQ4 What are the common publicly available datasets for smart home anomaly detection research?
To detect anomalies, datasets are required to understand the activities performed in smart homes and develop
models to detect anomalies. A dataset may contain cyber, physical or both types of activities or anomalies data.
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Table 1: List of abbreviations
Phrase Acronym Phrase Acronym Phrase Acronym
Discriminant Analysis DA Ant Lion Optimization ALO Mean Absolute Error MAE
Support Vector Machine SVM Self Organizing Maps SOM Principle Component Analysis PCA
Logistic Regression LR Gaussian Mixture Models GMM Fuzzy Rule-Based System FRBS
K- Nearest Neighbor k-NN Case-based reasoning CBR Spider Monkey Optimization SMO
Decision Tree DT Markov Logic Network MLN Stacked-Deep Polynomial Network SDPN
Probabilistic Neural Networks PNN Deterministic Finite Automation DFA Deep Learning DL
Binary Class SVM BSVM Variation Autoencoder VAE Intrusion Detection System IDS
One Class SVM OSVM Temporal Convolutional Network TCN User-to-Root U2R
Naïve Bayes NB Wireless Sensor Network WSN Remote-to-Local R2L
Bayes Network BN You Only Look Once YOLO Knowledge-Based Inference Engine KBIE
Voted Perceptron VP Nonlinear AutoRegressive Network NARX Markov Logic Network Reasoner MLNR
Simple Logistic Regression SLR Simple Moving Average SMA Dynamic Bayesian Network DBN
Square Prediction Error SPE Mean Squared Percentage Error MAPE Salp Swarm Algorithm SSA
Hidden Markov Model HMM Classification and Regression Trees CART Voyeurism V
Hidden Semi-Markov Model HSMM Gradient Boosted Trees GBT Physical Harm PH
Root Mean-Squared Error RMSE CatBoosting CB Hypertension HPT
Mean Squared Error MSE Fuzzy Logic FL Physical Intrusion PI
Optimal Clustering OC Physical Theft PT Industrial Control Systems ICS
Genetic Algorithm GA Fault Detection FTD Network Traffic NT
Grey Model GM Mechanical Exhaustion ME Property Loss PL
Neurodegenerative Disorders NDD Mild Cognitive Impairment MCI Anomalous Energy Consumption AEC
Anomalous Behaviour AB Fall Detection FLD Inactivity Detection IAD
Accident ACC Energy Theft ET Intelligent Transportation System ITS
Anomaly Detection AD Environmental Hazard EH Smart Homes SH
Echo State Network ESN Back Propagation Through Time BPTT Real Time Recurrent Learning RTRL
Electrocardiogram ECG Long Short-Term Memory LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks RNN
Association Rule Mining ARM Convolutional Neural Networks CNN Property Theft PT

1.3 Surveys Closer to Our Research

There is a minimal number of surveys previously conducted on anomaly detection in smart homes; most of these surveys
focused on intrusion detection for cyber-attacks on IoT-based networks. Since smart homes are a sub-domain of IoT
networks, it is relevant to incorporate work of the high-level domain. ElMenshawy and Helmy [5] surveyed Statistical,
ML and NN-based anomaly detection techniques for IoT networks with a slight coverage of smart homes. Stellios
et al. [6] did a comprehensive survey on IoT threats and discussed countermeasures for mitigating the threats. Their
survey is focused on IoT-enabled cyber-attacks in ICS, smart power grids, ITS, healthcare and smart homes. Elrawy et
al. [7] surveyed published research on IDS; their primary focus was on IoT-based smart environments, in which they
briefly discussed smart homes as well. Their survey is also focused on cyber-based attacks only. Fahim and Sillitti [8]
published a survey on anomaly detection in an IoT environment using physical sensors; the authors compared statistical
with machine learning methods and also briefly touched smart homes as an "intelligent inhabitant environment (IIE)"
since the participation of IoT devices is essential in a smart homes environment. They did not compare their review
with similar work, which may reflect the limited unavailability of surveys on the topic. Asharf et al. [9] presented their
survey focusing on intrusion detection in the IoT domain, briefly covering smart homes. They presented their work
along with taxonomies and ML methods for intrusion detection.
Hammi et al. [10] summarised vulnerabilities, risks and countermeasures; the survey is focused on smart homes only.
The authors discussed general mitigation but did not focus on anomaly detection techniques. Wang et al. [11] surveyed
attacks and defences of smart home automation systems; their survey also lacked anomaly detection techniques. The
study conducted by Yu et al. [12] discussed applications of deep learning, RNN and CNN in smart homes; the survey’s
main focus was anomaly detection, activity recognition and other security aspects. They discussed work published
on cyber and physical anomaly detection; perhaps the cyber-related (network traffic/intrusion detection) work was
comparatively minor compared to physical sensor-based applications. Another survey was conducted by DeMedeiros
et al. [13] about AI-based anomaly detection systems recently. The authors of this survey touched on smart homes
briefly, as the main focus of their work was related to IoTs and sensor networks in general. They consider all types of
anomalies for their work, e.g. malicious attacks, faults and abrupt environmental changes. Keersmaeker et al. [14]
surveyed both cyber and physical, publicly available datasets in the anomaly detection domain. The authors focus on
protocol and other technical details of the datasets available. Table 2 provided an outlook about similar surveys related
to anomaly detection in smart homes.

1.4 Paper Structure

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the adopted methodology to conduct this
research; we have provided details of the survey method/protocol, eligibility criteria, and the risk of any possible
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Table 2: Surveys Closer to Our Research
Paper Year SH IoT Threats AD ST ML NN Cyber Physical Datasets
ElMenshawy and Helmy [5] 2018
Stellios et al. [6] 2018
Elrawy et al. [7] 2018
Fahim and Sillitti [8] 2019
Asharf et al. [9] 2020
Hammi et al. [10] 2021
Wang et al. [15] 2022
Yu et al. [12] 2022
DeMedeiros et al. [13] 2023
Keersmaeker et al. [14] 2023
Our Survey 2023

Index: SH: Smart Home, AD: Anomaly Detection, ST: Statistical Techniques, ML: Machine Learning, and NN: Neural Networks

bias. Section 3 discusses smart homes, layers and components. Section 4 provides an overview of anomaly detection,
approaches, and techniques with a taxonomy of presented anomaly detection techniques in the past. Sections 5 and
6 provide details of the surveyed work under known and unknown anomaly detection techniques in both cyber and
physical data. In Section 7, we discuss and compare publicly available datasets for anomaly detection in smart homes.
We have presented an anomaly detection design framework for consideration and systems design in Section 8. Section
9 provides future research directions, and Section 10 provides the conclusion of this survey.

2 Methodology

In this section, we discuss the scope of this paper and our adopted survey method. We don’t consider areas like internet
security firewalls, cryptography protocols, non-IoT networks, core-medical domain datasets, frameworks without
anomaly detection techniques, and smart applications to ensure this work remains focused on the specific topic.

2.1 Survey Method

We used the Scopus tool to search for papers on anomaly detection in smart home environments as a starting point,
followed by backward and forward snowballing techniques to reach out for relevant research papers. We used the
Scopus search engine to find papers related to anomaly detection in smart homes using the search-term ("anomal* OR
outlier OR abnormal*") AND "detection" AND ("dwelling" OR "smart home" OR smarthome* OR "home computing"
OR "home automation" OR "smart house" OR "connected home" OR domotic"). We found 92 papers, of which 69 were
from Scopus and 23 using forward and backwards snowballing. We then ran a filtering process based on the eligibility
of papers and got 92 articles remaining. From this output, we filtered by full paper read and selected 58 articles to be
added to the survey. Figure 1 shows the process of our selection criteria.

Scopus Output
(n = 69)

Snowballing
(n = 23)

Papers excluded
(n = 27)

Full-text papers
excluded (n = 7)

Paper
selected

for
analysis:

58

Papers screened
(n = 92)Total

collected
papers
(n = 92)

Full-text papers
accessed
(n = 58)

Figure 1: Search and Selection Method

2.1.1 Eligibility Criteria

Papers should present an anomaly detection technique using one or more publicly available or private datasets related to
smart homes. Papers should not be surveys or lecture notes. Papers should be written in the English language. We
also selected papers using forward and backward searches of papers that we collected from the initial keyword search
engine.
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2.1.2 Risk of Bias

Scopus is a well-known keyword search engine for papers of all disciplines; the only known bias about Scopus is
towards literature in the English language [16]. Since our selection criteria are configured to filter out non-English
literature, we see no issue using Scopus to search papers. Since this is not a systematic literature review, we may have
ignored some important work in this domain.

3 Smart Homes: Overview

A smart home was defined by Housing Learning & Improvement Network (HLIN) as “a dwelling incorporating a
communications network that connects the key electrical appliances and services, and allows them to be remotely
controlled, monitored or accessed”, researched by Intertek as part of Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) smart
homes Project [17]. It can be safe to infer that a smart home is a place where electric devices can command or
control the cyber-physical space based on activities in the physical environment on top of automation rules. A smart
home can be a set of smart devices for various parts of life, including Health, Comfort, Illumination, Food/Kitchen,
Cleaning, Water Management, Physical Safety & Security, Metering, Sensing, Communication, Entertainment, Agility,
Furniture, e-Pet systems and others [18]. Smart devices have penetrated the smart home market pervasively; off-the-shelf
products are available for every aspect of life. There are various commercial and non-commercial/open-source home
automation platforms available for smart homes; most of these platforms, e.g. Google Home, Apple HomeKit, Samsung
SmartThings, AWS IoT, HomeAssistant, and OpenHAB, are based on a central hub for controlling off-the-shelf devices
in the same network using either built-in support or via third-party APIs, with some exceptions e.g. cloud-based IFTTT
service and AWS IoT for supporting both cloud and hub-based architectures. Other than a few non-commercial/open-
source platforms, e.g. HomeAssistant and OpenHAB, most of the platforms are commercial [15].
Systems working within a smart home are vulnerable to errors, faults and failures [19]. There are three categories
of threat sources, i.e., accidents (e.g. power surge/cuts, water damage or physical damage, etc.), environmental
(natural causes, e.g. storms or floods) and adversarial (opportunist or targeted). With the evolution of IoTs, the threats
landscape has expanded from the physical realm to cyber and cyber-physical domains [1]. Tracing the source of the
threat is difficult in smart homes due to the transformation of cyber threats into physical incidents. Authors of [20]
mentioned six significant types of cyber threats in their research, i.e., eavesdropping, masquerading, replay attacks,
message modification, denial of service, and malicious codes. Threats were further categorised into three categories,
i.e., unintentional, malfunction, and intentional in [21]. Unintentional threats can result from accidental changes,
information leakage, actions based on unreliable information, or lack of planning. Malfunctions can result from internet
failure, communication medium/channel failure, device failure, power failure, or damage resulting from third-party
devices. Intentional threats are identity fraud, denial of service, manipulation or hijacking of the system. Prevention of
cyber or physical threats requires data to develop an understanding or generate detection methods.

3.1 Smart Home Data Sources

Smart homes are equipped with various physical sensors connected to a central system (smart hubs) via various
communication mediums. To interact with users for better user experiences, these smart hubs maintain a connection
with cloud-based services where the user applications can connect to interact with the smart home devices. Figure 2
shows a holistic visualization of obtrusive and unobtrusive physical data sources, cyber-physical integration and cyber
data sources used in smart home anomaly detection. In the following subsections, we discussed various data sources
categorised in cyber and physical sections.

3.1.1 Cyber Data in Smart Homes

A significantly large number of IoT devices are connected to the internet across the globe. These devices can be
compromised to become privacy and security threats. IoT devices can generate massive DDoS attacks [22]. Using
network traffic, a lot of work has been done in anomaly detection in smart homes. Most of the work presented is based on
detecting known attacks using known samples of attack scenarios along with normal traffic [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
There is a wide range of data sources for network traffic, e.g. network traffic monitoring using a device in the network,
smart hub, network router, or system logs from devices. On top of various available data sources, many different
mediums can provide different data types, e.g. ZigBee, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.
The cyber sources are also responsible for traditional IT tasks, e.g. communication protocols, data storage, data
processing, user interaction applications, etc. The format of cyber data for anomaly detection in smart homes depends
on various factors, and we discuss these factors in the sub-sections. Figure 2 provides a visual brief of these factors.
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• Data Transport Communication between devices is a critical task for automation. This activity is carried
out on a communication medium by adopting a communication protocol supported by the medium and the
environment, application, sensors, actuators and control devices. There are two data transmission modes, i.e.,
machine to machine (M2M) or IoT, where m2m is a connection between two or more devices, versus IoT is a
connection between a device and an application [31]. A wide variety of communication protocols are available
for the purpose, e.g. IP or IPv4, IPv6, Bluetooth, BLE, ZigBee, Z-Wave, LonTalk [32] and Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [33]. Proprietary protocol stacks are also being migrated towards IP, e.g. ZigBee
and BLE.

• Control Systems are deployed in most scenarios. There are several Smart Hubs [10] off-the-shelf systems for
monitoring and controlling devices in a smart home.

• Data Storage allows historical data to be stored and processed from time to time to provide better user
experience, auditing, model generation and knowledge transfer [34, 35, 36, 37].

• User Interaction Applications enables interaction with users, allowing users to monitor ongoing activities
and providing manual instruction to the systems.

• Third-party Systems are either third-party integration provided via Application Programmable Interfaces
(APIs) or Web-hooks [38] e.g. IFTTT [39], etc. or independent protocols like MQTT protocols.

3.1.2 Physical Data in Smart Homes

Physical data is based on sensors transmitting values from the physical world (the physical phenomena). Sensors are
the major data source from the physical world, whereas actuators and communication mediums may also contribute to
the smart home context.

• Sensors are the core components in activity or anomaly detection in a smart home environment when
using physical data. Sensing is not limited to one type of sensor; perhaps eyes, ears, olfactory, gustatory,
tactile, and others are widely researched fundamental components in the smart homes context. The sensor’s
resolution is the most important factor in sensing; a higher resolution detects the smallest change in the
physical environment. Sensors have been used for various purposes in smart homes and widely researched,
e.g. environment monitoring using Temperature, Humidity, Air Quality (AQ), Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Air
Velocity (AVi), occupancy monitoring using Passive Infra-Red (PIR) and Motion Sensors, energy monitoring
using energy monitoring sensors, intrusion detection using Infra-Red (IR), water and gas leakage detection
using Thermal sensors. Sensors transmit the readings to control devices, e.g., a temperature sensor provides
temperature value in the room, or a motion sensor detects activity. The activities can be used to detect abnormal
behaviour of smart home users. There are two categories of sensors: (i) Obtrusive sensors, which interfere
with humans, provide in-depth information but require user interaction at some level, and have privacy concerns.
Door contact, accelerometers, tags, body wearable, medical information related (blood pressure, glucometer,
heart rate, etc.) sensors, cameras, and microphones as shown in Figure 2. (ii) Unobtrusive sensors are the
in-situ sensors placed in the environment to monitor the overall place change. Motion (PIR/IR), pressure (for
bed/sofa), temperature, humidity, CO2, and other sensors are Unobtrusive. Figure 2 contains a visualisation of
different types of unobtrusive sensors as physical data sources for anomaly detection in smart homes.
The most common sensors being used in this domain are motion sensors, i.e. IR or PIR, and contact sensors,
e.g. door or window state (open/close) [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57].
Other sensors used in this research area are microphones [58, 59], video cameras [60], thermal cameras [61],
power meters are also commonly used for energy-based anomaly detection in smart homes [62, 63, 64, 22,
53, 65, 55, 56, 61], and environmental sensors like temperature, humidity, illumination, pressure, CO2, CO,
LPG, smoke, flame, noise, air pressure [47, 50, 51, 66, 52, 53, 67, 55, 56, 61]. Some work also focuses on
human biology-related sensors for anomaly detection in smart homes, mostly based on people suffering from
diseases like dementia, hypertension, MCI, Alzheimer and NDD [68, 69]. Since the network traffic between
IoT devices is encrypted, detecting anomalous activities from cyber data alone is not feasible. There are a
large number of sensors being used for understanding the activities in smart homes.

• Actuators are devices designed to change the physical environment; in smart homes, the operations of
actuators are commanded by a central system and, in some cases, manually. Actuators require an energy
source, which can then be converted into hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, thermal, magnetic, and mechanical
energy. Depending on the system’s configuration, the control devices may trigger actuators to change the
physical environment, e.g., changing an HVAC system’s temperature or turning on lights. In that case, the
actuator may send confirmation or a regular update of its state.

• Communication mediums enables devices to connect and transfer data back and forth. A large number of
communication medium exists; the choice of medium depends on the number of devices, required throughput,
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Figure 2: Cyber and Physical Data Sources for Anomaly Detection in Smart Home

type and size of vicinity. Hardware modules attached to sensors or actuators connect the physical devices
to the cyber world. There are two categories of communication mediums: wired and wireless. Each has its
benefits, limitations and hardware modules.
Wired mediums are less penetrable due to the requirement of physical interaction but less expandable than
wireless. There are various wire types available for wired networks: Coaxial [70], RS-232 [71], RS-485 [72],
Universal Serial Bus (USB) [73], Universal Powerline Bus (UPB) [74], and Ethernet [75]. Each type has
its range, speed, application and bandwidth properties. Wireless mediums are more penetrateable, but they
provide flexibility for adding devices compared to wired.
Wireless mediums are also critical due to the application requirements. There are several types for wireless
communication open-source as well as proprietary, mainly used are RFID, NFC, Bluetooth, BLE, WiFi,
ZigBee, Z-Wave, MiWi, Cellular (GSM/LTE/NB-IoT), DASH7, SigFox, LoRa, nWave, ISA100 [9] as well
as BidCos [76] and others. On top of physical communication mediums, typologies are used to set up a
communication system for smart homes. Topologies for the wired medium are Point-to-Point, Bus, Start,
Mesh, and Hybrid. For wireless mediums, the typologies are Infrastructure Mode, Ad-Hoc Mode, and Mesh
[77]. The cyber footprint of physical data depends on the communication medium, hardware module, and
topology used for communication.

3.1.3 Cyber-Physical Integration

is a mechanism, a shared memory [78], that converts the physical world’s interactions into the cyber world’s digital
form and vice versa. IoT devices provide physical data but can also be a source of cyber data as they are embedded with
built-in processing units which can store/process/transmit data. Many off-the-shelf IoT devices extensively used in
smart homes are embedded with cyber and physical components, e.g. IP cameras, voice assistants, and smart appliances,
to provide physical interaction and generate network traffic. Figure 2 shows a glimpse of cyber-physical integration.

4 Anomaly Detection

An anomaly is a peculiar sample from all other known samples. There are three types of anomalies: point, contextual,
and combined/collective anomalies [79, 13, 80] or perhaps global, local, or group anomalies, respectively, as per [81].
Contextual anomalies are the single entity of a data stream that varies from the context; contextual anomalies are mostly
researched in time and space data [82, 83] e.g. temperature reading from a sensor can be too high or too low but still can
be considered normal if the context supports it. A collective anomaly is a data sample peculiar from the complete data
set; for example, an abnormal electrocardiogram (ECG) differs from all other normal ECGs in the training dataset. From
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a smart home’s perspective, an anomaly can result from an abnormal change in the physical environment, abnormal
behaviour of a smart device, a sudden change in the sensor’s value, or an accident or unauthorised intrusion. Anomaly
detection is a process to detect anomalies in the available data; it has been an important research topic for centuries
[84, 85, 86] evolved from single dimensional to high dimensional streaming data [87]. The anomalies can differ from
other research areas for a smart home context.
We categorised anomaly detection approaches for the smart home context into (i) known anomaly detection, for example,
detecting known cyber-attacks or human activities performed anomalously, and (ii) unknown anomaly detection, such
as anomalous behaviour of humans, devices or systems in a smart home environment. Various approaches with different
techniques were presented to address each category of anomaly detection in the past. We discuss the presented anomaly
detection approaches and techniques in subsections. We discuss both anomaly detection categories in depth in Sections
5 for known anomalies and 6 for unknown anomalies. are Figure 3 shows a high-level view of anomaly detection
categories and approaches.

Categories Known Anomaly Detection
Unknown Anomaly Detection

Approaches
Supervised
Semi-Supervised
Unsupervised

Figure 3: Anomaly Detection Categories and Approaches for Smart Homes

4.1 Anomaly Detection Approaches

The anomaly detection approach depends on the available data and knowledge on the subject area [88]. If abnormal
data is unavailable and only normal data is available, then an unsupervised learning approach must be adopted. In
this approach, a threshold point has to be determined based on learning from normal data. A sample is considered
anomalous if the resulting output value of a given sample is greater than the threshold. A supervised learning approach
can be adopted if both data types are available, e.g., normal and abnormal. This approach can identify anomalous
samples by looking at the given abnormal data and thus does not require a threshold value. According to [89], there are
only two approaches for anomaly detection in medicine, but in other domains, there can be a situation in some cases
when the normal data is limited; in those cases, a semi-supervised approach can be adopted for anomaly detection [90].

4.2 Anomaly Detection Techniques

This section discusses anomaly detection techniques used in smart home contexts in the past. The presented techniques
are mixed for known and unknown anomalies; we discuss both categories later in separate sections. There are many
different ways presented to structure anomaly detection techniques; in Figure 4, we presented a taxonomy for anomaly
detection techniques using previous research by [88, 80, 91, 92, 93].

4.2.1 Classical Machine Learning

Classical Machine Learning techniques are easily explainable using basic arithmetic. In the past, supervised learning
techniques were heavily used in anomaly detection; now, the trends are towards unsupervised learning techniques [94].
Supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, ensemble and reinforcement learning approaches can be adopted using
classical ML. Each technique can be implemented with various algorithms, as discussed below. We divided Classical
ML techniques into three groups of approaches.

1. Supervised Learning used when data with labels are available; for example, if data contains samples with
features of fruits, e.g. apple, banana or orange, each sample has a label for representative fruit. The machine
will learn from these samples, and the output of a new given sample will be apple, banana or orange. Many
algorithms can be utilised to train a machine for supervised learning. There are two sub-categories of supervised
machine learning: i) Classification and ii) Regression.
Classification algorithms can divide objects into categories. It requires a pre-categorised dataset to perform
the machine learning process. For example, an email spam filter based on the classification method can predict
an email is either "spam" or "not spam" if trained using a dataset containing spam and non-spam emails.
Other clustering applications can be sentiment analysis, document or image classification; it is also applied for
anomaly detection in IoT sensor data [95].
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Regression methods look for correlations between variables (dependent or independent). There are several
algorithms for supervised learning; the most popular algorithms are Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes,
K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machines.

2. Unsupervised Learning is used when labelled data is unavailable or only one data type is present for learning.
A threshold needed to be determined from model training data to predict output for a sample to be different
from the training dataset based on threshold value. There are two major sub-categories of unsupervised
learning: i) clustering and ii) dimension reduction.
Clustering is a process of merging similar objects in a cluster; in contrast to classification, a pre-categorised
dataset is not required in the clustering process. For example, a dataset contains samples of features for
apples, bananas and oranges without labels. The clustering engine transforms the dataset into three separate
clusters, e.g. 3; the result of a given sample can be the cluster number. Similar to classification, there are
several algorithms for clustering; the most popular of them are K-Means Clustering, Mean Shift and DBSCAN.
Traditionally, clustering was used for many applications like market segmentation (customer categorisation),
image compression, and for analysing or labelling new data. Clustering is also being widely used for detecting
anomalies in several applications, including IoT data [96].
Dimension Reduction is the process of converting a high-dimensional dataset into a low-dimensional one
while keeping it as meaningful or as good as the original one. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is the
most common dimension reduction technique and helps improve the performance of machine learning models
[97].

3. Semi-Supervised Learning is based on a limited number of labelled samples of normal data; any new sample
that is not classified as a normal sample is considered abnormal. For example, [28] used a semi-supervisor-
based technique to detect anomalies in a smart home, implemented using DS2OS data.

4.2.2 Neural Networks

are based on complex sets of functions (linear and non-linear) and layers. There are two types of activation functions in
neural networks: i) Activation functions (e.g. linear, tanh, ReLU, and sigmoid) are the regulators of nodes (neurons) for
given inputs. A layer in neural networks is a collection of neurons; multiple layers can be in a neural network [98].
A few examples of layers are FullyConnected, CNN, RNN, LSTM, etc. Deep neural networks combined with RL
show promising outcomes; for example, DeepMind can learn to play the Atari game without human supervision and
can archive human-level performance [99]. Neural networks are also categorised under supervised, unsupervised and
semi-supervised, but the below methods can be used by any approach, unlike classical machine learning. Further, into
deep learning, we will discuss techniques used for anomaly detection related to IoT and smart homes.

Classical Machine Learning
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Nearest Neighbour
Clustering
Density

Angle-Based

Neural Networks

Multi-Layer Perceptron
Artificial Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks
Temporal Convolutional Networks

Autoencoders
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Gated Recurrent Unit
Long-Short-Term Memory

Statistical

Parametric
Non-parametricOther Techniques

Reinforcement Learning
Information Theory

Ensemble Methods
Bagging
Stacking
Boosting

Rule-Based
Hybrid

Figure 4: Taxonomy of Anomaly Detection Techniques
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1. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), also known as Neural Networks, were built on the idea of the biological
brain (human or animal). It is a collection of artificial neurons connected as a unit. ANN is being used in many
domains, including anomaly detection. For example, [100] uses ANN to detect anomalies for a smart home
using the N-BaIoT dataset.

2. Multi Layer Perception (MLP) is a feed-forward ANN based on three types of fully connected layers: i)
input, ii) hidden, and iii) output. There can be many hidden layers, and the computations performed on these
hidden layers are not visible to the user. MLP model consists of an input, an output layer, and hidden layers.
All layers contain nodes connected to each node in the following layers. The loss function is defined in the
output layer. MLP is used for anomaly detection in other domains. For example, [101] used MLP with other
ML techniques to detect anomalies in Ultrasonic Sensor data collected using Arduino and NodeMCU, training
accuracy of MLP was recorded at 99% against 100% accuracy of RF and GBC techniques.

3. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are also ANN, mostly used for image-related work. CNN are
an update of MLP, which was prone to over-fitting due to its fully connected layers. It is also known as
Space Invariant Artificial Neural Networks (SIANN). CNN is widely used in academia for many applications,
including image/video recognition systems, image segmentation/classification, object detection, audio/music
analysis, time-series prediction, brain-computer interface and anomaly detection. For example, CNN was used
by [102] for detecting anomalies in a smart environment using the WSU dataset.

4. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are designed for data in a sequenced form, for example, time series,
text sentences, or biological sequences. RNN has multiple sub-categories; the most used are Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). RNN is widely used in research, especially for
time-series data. For example, [103] used the LSTM-RNN model and other techniques to detect anomalies in
the temperature data stream in an IoT-based time-series data from the Intel Berkeley Research Laboratories
(IBRL) sensor dataset. Authors of [104] published another example of RNN in which they applied LSTM,
GRU and other techniques on various IoT-based datasets.

5. Temporal Convolutional Networks is an emerging technique for anomaly detection [28] [105], a variation of
CNN to deal with sequential tasks; TCN is a combination of RNN and CNN.

6. Autoencoder (AE) is based on the idea of the same dimension of both input and output layers to reconstruct
each input dimension in output after passing through the neural network. AE replicates input to the output,
thus called replicator neural network. The number of units in the middle layer is fewer than in the edge layers,
so the data is represented in a compressed/reduced form. There are five steps in an AE model: i) input (original
data), ii) encoder, iii) reduced data (code), iv) decoder, and v) output (reconstructed data) [106]. An AE model
can formed using any of the neural network functions and layers.

4.2.3 Statistical

techniques are based on the assumption that the probability of a normal data sample is high while an anomalous sample
occurrence probability is very low [80]. Statistical techniques are also widely used for feature extraction in anomaly
detection research, for example, [92] and [107]. Statistical models are divided into two types. First, the parametric
technique assumes that the data is generated by a function with parametric distribution and observation [80]. Three
types of parametric methods exist: Gaussian, Regression, and Mixture. The second technique is Non-Parametric, which
is based on data instead of pre-defined parameters; there are two sub-categories of non-parametric styles: histograms
and kernel function-based.

4.2.4 Other Techniques

Some other techniques have been used in anomaly detection in smart homes in the past; we categorise these techniques
in this subsection.

1. Reinforcement Learning is a reward-based algorithm in which an agent learns in an environment without
supervision and gets rewarded for the correct result to improve its learning model. Reinforcement learning is
relatively new in the smart home anomaly detection domain but is getting popular; it is considered one of the
future trends in anomaly detection by [94].

2. Ensemble Learning is the technique of grouping multiple algorithms as a single model; results show that
ensemble learning can improve output performance and detect anomalies effectively. There are different
ways to ensemble machine learning models, e.g. bagging, stacking, and boosting. Ensemble learning can be
adopted for many applications; it is also being used for anomaly detection in various domains, especially in
IoT sensors-based anomaly detection [108].
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3. Information Theory based anomaly detection methods used theoretical framework to quantify and understand
the concept of information and uncertainty of the data samples. Information theory is based on (i) Entropy:
uncertainty or randomness of a random variable, (ii) Information Gain: quantifies the reduction in uncertainty
or entropy when new information is observed, and (iii) Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD): compares
the distribution of normal data to the distribution of observed data, a higher value of KLD reflects potential
anomaly [80].

4. Rule-based anomaly detection determines a given sample is anomalous based on specified rules. There has
been some work done in this area by researchers in the smart home domain [66] [109] [48].

5. Hybrid learning approach leverages combining multiple techniques for an outcome; many examples of
hybrid-based models in anomaly detection exist. Authors of [110] and [111] have used hybrid models to detect
anomalies in their work.

4.3 Anomaly Detection Evaluation

To evaluate an anomaly detection technique for bench-marking or proving the algorithm’s strength, it is necessary to
have some defined criteria. Evaluation of anomaly detection models is based on two categories by default: labelled data
or unlabelled data. We have presented a visualisation of evaluation metrics used for anomaly detection in the surveyed
work in Figure 5.

Labelled Data

Accuracy
Precision

Recall
F1-Score

True Positive Rate
True Negative Rate
False Positive Rate

False Negative Rate
Area Under Curve

Specificity

Unlabelled Data

Mean Squared Error
Mean Absolute Error

Root Mean Squared Error
Mean Absolute Percentage Error

Figure 5: Evaluation Criteria for Anomaly Detection Techniques

4.3.1 Labelled data

means the data samples are associated with normal or anomalous categories/tags. Labelled data contains ground truth
and makes it convenient to adopt supervised learning. Thus, performance metrics like Accuracy, Recall, Precision,
F1-Score, etc., can be used to evaluate the technique with accurate results.

4.3.2 Unlabelled data

Provides data samples without predefined labels or categories, making it unclear whether the data points are normal or
anomalous. Since the unlabelled data is more realistic, it is the only option to develop an anomaly detection technique
in many real-world scenarios. Unlabelled data can be used for unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. One way is
to visualise the data samples of graphs or use score/loss-based techniques using a set threshold for error. The techniques
are tested based on a loss score (error) using MAE, MSE, RMSE or MAPE.

5 Known Anomalies Detection

In this section, we discuss the presented techniques for detecting known anomalies in a smart home context. These
anomalies can be known cyber attacks, e.g. Recon, DoS, Replay, Spoofing, or known activities performed anomalously,
e.g. anomalous electricity usage or a medicine box not returned to the right place after taking. In most cases, data
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samples for abnormal activity are required to classify the abnormality of the activity. However, some work is presented
without the availability of anomalous samples using unsupervised machine learning; the commonality in the proposed
works is the availability of normal data.

5.1 Known Anomalies in Cyber Data

Cyber anomaly detection using network traffic is most commonly presented in the smart home domain as many datasets
are available, with attack samples, publicly for bench-marking of normal/benign activity and known anomalies. Most
of the presented work is either signature-based, anomaly-based, specification-based, hybrid or other form of IDS.
DoS is the most common known threat in the research and to evaluate proposed methods. An overall view of cyber
techniques, datasets and threats is presented in Figure 6. We used the STRIDE model [112], a well-known model to
explore threats in the cyber domain, to analyse threats in this area of research. The proposed techniques for detecting

Table 3: Known Anomalies’ Detection Techniques using Cyber Data
Ref Year AD IDS IPS Dataset Duration Label SH IoT LAN ADA ADT Threats
[24] 2016 ✓ ✓ Private 7.5h ✓ ✓ ✓ SL LR, SVM D, T
[113] 2017 ✓ Private N-A ✓ USL ANN D
[27] 2018 ✓ ✓ Private N-A ✓ ✓ ✓ ST DFA S, E
[23] 2019 ✓ ✓ Private 5w ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ SL DT I, S, T, D
[26] 2019 ✓ ✓ NSL-KDD N-A ✓ ✓ ✓ SL SMO, SDPN D, I
[29] 2020 ✓ ✓ Multiple N-A ✓ ✓ ST NICTER D
[25] 2022 ✓ ✓ DS2OS N-A ✓ ✓ ✓ EL CB D
[28] 2022 ✓ DS2OS N-A ✓ ✓ ✓ SSL VAE, TCN D
[30] 2022 ✓ Multiple N-A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ USL LOF, OSVM, IF D

AD: Anomaly Detection, IDS: Intrusion Detection System, IPS: Intrusion Prevention System, Duration: [w: weeks, h: hours, N-A: No information Available], SH: Smart
Homes, IoT: Generic IoT, LAN: Generic Network, ADA: Anomaly Detection Approach, ADT: Anomaly Detection Techniques, Threats: [I: Information Disclosure, S:
Spoofing, T: Tempering, D: Denial of Service, E: Elevation of Privileges]

known anomalies in cyber datasets address addressing classification problems. A significant portion of the work is
presented using supervised learning as the attack data samples are available by generating and capturing in a controlled
laboratory environment. This area is overwhelmingly explored using classical machine learning techniques with a few
other examples like NN, AE, statistical, ensemble and rule-based approaches. Looking at datasets for the classification
of anomalies (attacks), we see that D2SOS is being used more than other publicly available datasets [28, 25]. On
the contrary, most researchers perform anomaly detection on their private datasets, which are not available for other
researchers to perform bench-marking most of the time. Most of the research in this category focuses on IDS-based
anomaly detection with a few presented prevention techniques (IPS) on top of their proposed IDS [24]. There is also
limited availability of real-world datasets for this research area; most of the datasets are captured for a limited period in
a laboratory, as seen in Table 3, the most extended Duration of the dataset used is five weeks long by [23], in the papers
we reviewed.
The datasets are mostly labelled with the corresponding situations; all the datasets contain normal traffic and attack
samples. We found Mirai and other DoS/DDoS attacks most common in the available dataset; not only this, but the
work with the private dataset also presented these attacks in their papers. Most of the work considered DoS threats with
a few exceptions of tempering [23, 24] information disclosure [26, 23], spoofing [23, 27] and elevation of privileges
[27]. Most papers focus on a single dataset, but [30, 29] presented their work using multiple datasets.

5.2 Known Anomalies in Physical Data

Physical anomaly detection covers the work related to environmental (in-situ) sensors, either obstructive (cameras,
microphones, accelerates, and tags attached to user’s body) or unobtrusive (motion sensors, pressure sensors placed on
bed or sofa, temperature, humidity and other) sensors [43]. We considered energy consumption data as physical as well
due to its nature. Physical sensor datasets are unavailable in large numbers and variety compared to network traffic
datasets. Thus, the comparison and bench-marking are not performed on a regular level. A visualisation of physical
data-based techniques, datasets and threats is presented in Figure 7.
Anomaly detection using a dataset with physical sensors is an established field of research. Still, when data from IoT
devices comes in, it becomes challenging due to the heterogeneity of the data generated by these devices.
In contrast to cyber datasets, most of the datasets in this area of research are generated in real environments due to
the necessity of human participation in the physical world. The share of approaches used in this subsection is pretty
balanced. Nevertheless, supervised learning has a higher percentage of adaptation by researchers. Under supervised
learning approaches most of the techniques are based on classical machine learning in which [58] uses GMM and
HMM, [109] applied NB, [62, 22, 61] involved SVM making it most used technique in this category, [46] presented
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Figure 6: Known Anomaly Detection Techniques, Datasets and Threats for Cyber Data

their DBN based technique, [67] usage CART and [59] implemented their anomaly detection system using RF. In the

Table 4: Known Anomalies’ Detection Techniques using Physical Sensors Data
Ref Year AD IDS Dataset Duration Label Collection SH IoT LAN ADA ADT Threats
[40] 2007 ✓ Private 658d R ✓ ST Probabilistic IAD
[41] 2010 ✓ Private 49d ✓ R ✓ IT HD AB, Alzheimer
[58] 2011 ✓ Private N-A ✓ R ✓ SL GMM, HMM, SVM PT, ACC
[109] 2012 ✓ Private N-A ✓ L ✓ SL NB D, S
[62] 2013 ✓ CASAS 2m ✓ R ✓ SL SVM AEC
[69] 2014 ✓ Private N-A ✓ R ✓ H CBR, FL AB
[44] 2015 ✓ MavHome N-A ✓ R ✓ USL DBSCAN AB
[45] 2015 ✓ Private 21d ✓ L ✓ H MLNR NDD
[46] 2015 ✓ Private N-A ✓ L ✓ SL DBN AB
[114] 2016 ✓ Private 21d ✓ L ✓ H MLN AB
[49] 2017 ✓ MavHome N-A ✓ R ✓ USL RNN Dementia
[66] 2018 ✓ Multiple 2h ✓ R ✓ RB ARM, MLN ACC, AB
[22] 2019 ✓ ✓ Private 2h ✓ L ✓ ✓ SL SVM D
[115] 2019 ✓ Multiple N-A ✓ N-A ✓ SL CNN, LSTM Dementia
[65] 2019 ✓ Private 4m R ✓ ✓ ST SMA ET
[67] 2019 ✓ Private 1.5d ✓ R ✓ SL CART EH, PL
[59] 2020 ✓ Multiple 61d ✓ N-A ✓ ✓ SL RF I
[116] 2021 ✓ CASAS 2-3m R ✓ ✓ SL H2O AB
[68] 2022 ✓ Pima NA R ✓ SL SVM AB, Hypertension
[60] 2022 ✓ Private 80h ✓ R ✓ ✓ USL YOLO ACC, Fault
[117] 2022 ✓ CASAS 2-3m R ✓ ✓ USL NARX AB, Alzheimer
[61] 2022 ✓ Private 2w ✓ R ✓ ✓ SL SVM PT, PI, V, I, PH, EH, T

AD: Anomaly Detection, IDS: Intrusion Detection System, Dataset: [N-A: Information not Available], Duration: [m: months, w: weeks, d: days, h: hours, and mi: minutes,
N-A: Not Applicable], Collection: [N-A: Not Applicable, R: Real, L: Lab], SH: Smart Homes, IoT: Generic IoT, LAN: Generic Network, ADA: Anomaly Detection

Approach, ADT: Anomaly Detection Techniques, Threats: [D: Denial of Service, S: Spoofing, I: Information Disclosure, T: Tempering, and see to Table 1 for others]

relatively recent work, there is a trend being settled for the exploration of neural networks in this area where techniques
like RNN, CNN, LSTM, H2O, etc. are being adopted for anomaly detection [49, 115, 116]. An exception from the
usual techniques, we found [60] used YOLO to detect anomalous activities like fall detection using video feeds from
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Figure 7: Known Anomaly Detection Techniques, Datasets and Threats for Physical Data

smart robots. Other than supervised approaches, there are some works presented using hybrid [45, 114, 48] for their
FABER and its variants, statistical [40, 65], rule-based [66] and information theory-based [41] approaches in this area.
A few papers used unsupervised learning to differentiate between the normality and abnormality of particular activities
[44, 60, 117].
The usage trend of publicly available datasets in this area is similar to that of cyberspace, as a large percentage of work
is performed on private datasets. There is many of research work done on publicly available datasets, e.g. [62, 116, 117]
presented their work using the CASAS dataset, [44, 49] performed their technique using MavHome datasets, and [68]
adopted Pima dataset for evaluating their presented technique. Some researchers present their work using multiple
datasets [66, 115, 59] to evaluate their proposed techniques.
Various types of threats to the physical world can be determined using physical datasets; most of these are related
to the physical activities of the subjects, especially older adults living alone, e.g. abnormal movements of people
with dementia, hypertension, MCI, or Alzheimer’s - can skip medicine, or take it twice, fall by accident, or other
environmental hazards, in a smart home environment. External threats are faced by people living in smart homes, like
physical theft, physical intrusion, voyeurism, physical harm, energy theft, and many others. Another noticeable aspect
of this segment is that only one technique is presented for IDS in physical data by [22]; all other techniques only focus
on anomaly detection.
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6 Unknown Anomalies Detection

This section discusses the proposed techniques for detecting unknown anomalies in a smart home context. As discussed
in the previous section, most of the work in known anomalies’ detection focuses on known attacks or known anomalies.
The unknown can be determined by behaviour, e.g. detecting anomalous behaviour of a device, system or human.
Device or system behaviour can be categorised into two types, i.e., normal behaviour or abnormal, but human behaviour
is complex and multi-dimensional.

6.1 Device or System behavior

System behaviour can be classified into two categories: a. Normal Behaviour, b. Abnormal behaviour.

• Normal Behaviour: means the system is running normally (as designed), and there is no warning or critical
alert. Normal behaviour can be used to train unsupervised models or statistical analysis, and a threshold limit
can be defined; the model can predict anomalous behaviour of the system.

• Abnormal or Anomalous Behaviour: means that the system is either showing an alert or not working
as expected. Abnormal or anomalous behaviour can be in case of compromised [118], under attack [119],
remotely controlled [120], attacking other devices as part of a botnet [121], etc. it is difficult or some times not
practical to determine abnormal behaviour from system itself because if the system is already compromised
the information is also control by adversary or malware like in case of [122] [123].

Various supervised and unsupervised approaches have been presented for system behaviour using cyber and physical
observations, which will be discussed in the anomaly detection section below. Human behaviour can be classified in
various ways because of intelligence, but system behaviour is binary. The cyber-physical behaviour of a smart home
can be determined by analysing both behaviours but via external observations [124]. Let’s compare system behaviour
with human behaviour using the classification of human behaviour. System behaviour is always moral, overt in some
cases, and covert in most cases, involuntary because the system performs actions as programmed (no choice of its own).

6.2 Human Behaviour

Human behaviour can be defined as a super-set of activities performed by an individual, as demonstrated in Figure 8, a
timeline consisting of actions and activities of a user entering a smart home while watching TV in the living room. For
example, a person wakes up at 8 AM, goes to the washroom for routine hygiene activities and then makes breakfast
in the kitchen with coffee before leaving for work. These activities, if performed regularly, can establish the user’s
behaviour. Figure 8 represents the devices involved in the physical footprint on top of user actions, which can confirm
each user’s action on the floor map of a home. The user’s physical actions (1-9) are shown in orange lines, and the
cyber footprint is in blue. Activity number 10 is multiple actions with continuous cyber and physical footprints. Various
activities are involved in this example; these activities collaboratively define the behaviour of an object.
It is one of the most important differences that behaviour represents a countless number of a person’s performances. In
contrast, action means something a person does to complete a specific objective or purpose. Also, the action can often
be understood as a movement or gesture of the person towards other people or things. At the same time, the behaviour
is a response or a gesture that the person usually does in any circumstance. As exemplified by [125], to illustrate the
behaviour, we can say that Adam has terrible behaviour towards his sister, and for the action example, it would be that
Adam’s action fully scared me. According to [126], when moving from action to activity to behaviour, the degree of
semantics increases to evaluate human behaviour with the help of technology. In contrast, if we head in the opposite
direction from behaviour to action, the smaller the time-lapse the person will spend. Behavioural psychologists have
classified human behaviour into three classes to understand and analyse human behaviour. Every human being can have
common types of these classes.

• Molecular and Moral Behavior Molecular behavior occurs suddenly or without thinking [127]. For example,
closing the eye without thinking when something is about to hit the eye. Moral behaviour occurs after the
thinking process and is the opposite of molecular behaviour, for example, changing the direction of the road
when there is a closed road [127].

• Overt and Covert Behaviour Overt behaviour is visible and occurs outside of a human being, for example,
by pressing a key on the keyboard. Covert behaviour is not visible and occurs inside the human being, which
is the opposite of overt behaviour [128], for example, thinking the word "stop".

• Voluntary and Involuntary Behaviour Voluntary behaviour depends on human want, for example, walking.
Involuntary behaviour occurs naturally and without thinking, as opposed to voluntary behaviour, for example,
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Figure 8: The relationship between behaviour, activity, and action in a person’s daily routine.

breathing air. It is difficult but possible to control such behaviours through education, training, and experience
[129].

Moreover, it can be said that a person’s behaviour consists of several activities that a person performs. These activities
consist of one or more actions in a pattern. Detecting anomalies in devices, systems, or human behaviour requires large
datasets, as the activities can be performed in different sequences, circumstances, or time variations.

6.3 Unknown Anomalies in Cyber Data

Since the cyber domain is well established in known anomaly detection due to the availability of various attack samples
in enormous quantities along with somewhat similar behaviour of network packets at the time of attacks, there is
comparatively less work found for unknown anomaly detection in this area. Figure 9 provides an idea of this area’s
threats, datasets and techniques. The proposed techniques in this area are based on supervised learning except a
rule-based technique proposed by [131]; this work is also distinct from others as the authors proposed a flow-based
analysis scheme to save computational resources. Another exceptional work presented by [130] in which the authors
proposed a simulation-based abnormal behaviour detection system for smart homes is exceptional to all other presented
techniques in known and unknown areas. Table 5 contains a list of cyber-related unknown anomaly detection techniques.
A couple of proposed methods are based on classical machine learning using LOF by [133] and a dual technique
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Table 5: Unknown Anomalies’ Detection Techniques using Cyber Data
Ref Year AD IDS Dataset Duration Label smart homes IoT LAN ADA ADT Threats
[130] 2016 ✓ ✓ Private N-A ✓ ✓ BSES AB
[131] 2017 ✓ Private 18mi ✓ ✓ ✓ RB Flow Based T
[132] 2019 ✓ ✓ Private 7d ✓ ✓ ✓ SL GRU D, I
[133] 2020 ✓ ✓ Private 12h ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ SL LOF I, D
[134] 2020 ✓ ✓ IoT-Botnet 7w ✓ ✓ SL DT, RF D, I

AD: Anomaly Detection, IDS: Intrusion Detection System, Duration: [w: weeks, d: days, h: hours, mi: minutes, N-A: Not Applicable], SH: Smart Homes, IoT: Generic
IoT, LAN: Generic Network, AP: Anomaly Detection Approach, ADT: Anomaly Detection Techniques, Threats: [I: Information Disclosure, S: Spoofing, T: Tempering, D:
Denial of Service, E: Elevation of Privileges, and AB: Anomalous Behaviour]

comparison using DT and RF by [134]. The datasets used in this research segment were found to be from 18 minutes to
7 weeks long, whereas [130] was proposed without any dataset. Most researchers used their private dataset, except
[134] presented their work using the IoT-Botnet dataset. The threats considered in this area mainly were Denial of
Service and Information Disclosure with a couple of exceptions where [130] work was for abnormal behaviour and
[131] was looking at Tempering.
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Figure 9: Unknown Anomaly Detection Techniques, Datasets and Threats for Cyber Data

6.4 Unknown Anomalies in Physical Data

Traditionally, cyber systems behaviour can be determined by analysing network traffic, but in IoT or smart home
environments, it is not practical or feasible [135]. For example, if IoT is receiving temperature value from a cloud
application using a TLS connection, the network traffic analysis will show only the one connection packet (encrypted)
being received; let’s say the packet contains a 4-byte float value. It will be impossible to determine the temperature
value in the packet as it can be from 1.2E-38 to 3.4E+38. Now imagine that this value will instruct the heating system
to increase or decrease the temperature in the room, and another actuator is configured to open the windows in case the
temperature is above 40.50 degrees centigrade.
All communication in network traffic will describe this behaviour as normal because the cyber domain has limitations.

It is pertinent to establish smart homes’ secondary sensing mechanisms isolated from the network to understand better
how a system’s behaviour in the context of cyber-physical systems can be determined. So, physical sensing data is vital
in achieving anomaly detection tasks in a smart home. We have noticed that research in unknown anomaly detection is
more focused on physical sensing data than cyber data. Figure 10 provides an idea of this area’s threats, datasets and
techniques. Detecting unknown anomalies in physical datasets is tricky as the outcome of most of the presented work is
looking for a shift in normal behaviour (training dataset) to be considered an anomaly. This shift can be novel behaviour
of the human and system. Most of the studies presented under this segment use unsupervised machine learning or
statistical approaches except only a couple of techniques we found are based on supervised learning [57, 50], both of
these techniques use CASAS dataset for evaluation of the proposed work. The majority of work in this area is focused
on abnormal behaviour detection, with only a few targeting Dementia [57, 42], whereas [42] also considered patients of
Alzheimer in their work. Table 6 contains the list of work published under this segment. All the work in this segment
only focused on anomaly detection without IDS. There is a noticeable aspect of unknown anomaly detection that the
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Table 6: Unknown Anomalies’ Detection Techniques using Cyber Data
Ref Year Dataset Duration Label Collection SH IoT LAN ADA ADT Threats
[42] 2012 Private 1y R ✓ USL RNN Dementia, Alzheimer, AB
[43] 2012 MavHome 2m R ✓ USL SOM AB
[63] 2016 Private 1y R ✓ ST PCA, FRBS AB
[47] 2016 Private 4m ✓ R ✓ ST P AB
[50] 2017 CASAS N-A ✓ R ✓ SL HMM, NB, SVM AB
[51] 2018 Multiple N-A ✓ N-A ✓ ✓ ST P Fault
[136] 2018 Private 5ys ✓ L ✓ GM AB
[52] 2019 Private N-A L ✓ ✓ USL AE, OSVM AB
[54] 2019 MavHome 21d R ✓ USL MLP, LSTM AB
[56] 2021 Private 3w ✓ R ✓ ✓ SA SA AB, S, T, E, D
[57] 2022 CASAS N-A ✓ R ✓ ✓ SL SVM Dementia
Duration: [ys: years, y: year, m: month, w: weeks, d: days, h: hours, and mi: minutes], Collection: [N-A: Not Applicable, R: Real, L: Lab], SH: Smart Homes, IoT:
Generic IoT, LAN: Generic Network, AP: Anomaly Detection Approach, ADT: Anomaly Detection Techniques, Threats: [S: Spoofing, T: Tempering, D: Denial of

Service, E: Elevation of Privileges, AB: Anomalous Behaviour, FTD: Fault Detection]

Techniques

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

(Lotfi, 2012)

Self Organising Maps (SOM)

(Novak, 2012)

Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

(Living, 2016)

Fuzzy Rule-Based System (FRBS)

Probabilistic

(Choi, 2018)

(Aran, 2016)

Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

(Dahmen, 2017)

Naive Bayes (NB)

Grey Model (GM)

(Mshali, 2018)

Autoencoder (AE)

(Yu, 2019)

OneClass SVM (OSVM)

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

(Sukor, 2019)

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

Semantic Analysis (SA)

(Fu, 2021)

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

(Khodabandehloo, 2022)Datasets

CASAS

MavHome

Private

MultipleThreats

Abnormal Behaviour (AB)

Dementia

Alzheimer
Fault

Spoofing (S)
Tempering (T)

Information Disclosure (I)
Denial of Service (D)

Figure 10: Unknown Anomaly Detection Techniques, Datasets and Threats for Physical Data

Duration of the datasets is much longer than other segments; the minimum dataset used by [54] for 21 days, and the
maximum dataset collected over five years by [136]. Similar to known anomalies in physical data, this segment also has
more real home data collection examples; only a couple of papers show laboratory-based data collection [136, 52] with
only one paper with multiple datasets [51]. Another pertinent aspect is that all the work in this area focuses on sensors
in smart homes, e.g. only motion, PIR, and environmental sensors with or without IoT data. Authors of [56] introduce a
new type of technique in which the authors used semantic analysis to detect anomalous behaviour of people living in
smart homes; their focus for the proposed work was not only anomaly detection but also look for spoofing, tempering,
elevation of privileges and denial of service threats. An other another exceptional work was presented by [51] to detect
faults in the system using a probabilistic technique. This section has a balanced mix of classical machine learning and
neural network techniques. There is an example, under CML approaches, of using SOM by [43], an HMM, NB and
SVM-based work by [50], [57] uses only SVM, and [52] using OSVM. For neural networks, we can see techniques
from [42] using RNN, [52] presenting their comparison of AE with SVM, and [54] proposed MLP and LSTM for
detecting unknown anomalies in smart homes.

7 Anomaly Detection Datasets

The accuracy of anomaly detection mostly depends on behaviours that are frequent and predictable [137], which reflects
the importance of datasets. This section discusses publicly available datasets and smart home-related research focused
on anomaly detection. Table 7 compares all discussed datasets based on type, research area, applications, release year,
capture period, location, setup type and label.
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• CASAS project [138] is widely used in smart home research. The first dataset was published in 2009, but
the authors continuously added new datasets from various homes in this project. There are 66 datasets
available in the project, with the last dataset published in 2021. The datasets contain data streams from various
environmental sensors in smart homes.

• NSL-KDD dataset [139] is an upgrade of the KDD99 dataset [140] due to its poor evaluation properties for
anomaly detection. The NSL-KDD dataset has a few improvements in KDD9,9, such as removing redundant
and duplicate records in train and test sets.

• MavHome Project different datasets [137] from real smart homes, collected using motion sensors in both
Home and Lab settings named MavPad and MavLab, respectively.

• UNSW-NB15 dataset [141] was published by UNSW Canberra; it was in by Cyber Range Laboratory using
the IXIA PerfectStrom tool. The dataset contains more than two million records in RAW traffic (PCAP files,)
including normal and nine types of attack behaviour in the network.

• IoTPOT presents multiple datasets [142] based on Honeypot for detecting cyber threats in IoTs. The datasets
contain network traffic in the existence of a honeypot in the network. This dataset is used in anomaly detection
research in the general IoT domain and smart homes.

• REFIT [143] is an aggregated and appliance-level energy consumption dataset from 2013 to 2014 from
20 houses with 1 to 6 occupants. It was published in 2017. Data dataset was collected from houses in the
Loughborough area in the U; these houses were constructed at different times between 1850 and 2005.

• IoT-Sentinel [144] is a dataset collected in a laboratory that contains packet capture of devices while setting
up. There were 31 devices used in the dataset; 27 were different types, and four were divided into two types,
which are the most applicable in a smart home. It is useful for fingerprinting common commercial IoT devices
for a smart home.

• N-BaIoT [145] is a labelled attack dataset captured during botnet attacks on nine commercially available IoT
devices affected by Mirai and BASHLITE. The devices used for this dataset are primarily used in a home,
i.e., doorbell, webcam, baby monitor, and security camera. The dataset contains 7,062,606 instances and 115
different attributes; it can be used with both classification and clustering techniques for anomaly detection.

• CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset [146] contains network captures of 7 types of attacks, including multiple DDoS
attacks. The network infrastructure is based on 50 machines; the university has five departments with 420
devices and 30 servers. The main focus of releasing this dataset is anomaly detection in networks in general.
Many researchers have used it in IDS and abnormal event detection in smart homes.

• DS2OS (Distributed Smart Space Orchestration System) dataset [147] captured in a virtual IoT network
environment, it contains labelled normal and abnormal network packet captures from various IoT devices like
light controllers, motion sensors, thermometers, washing machines, and smart doors etc. The dataset has more
than 357K data points, of which 347K are normal and almost 10K are abnormal.

• IoT host-based datasets proposed by [148] were collected using an RPi, which emulates different IoT devices,
e.g. multimedia devices or surveillance cameras. The dataset contains network traffic and hardware utilisation
logs during normal and DDoS attack scenarios.

• IoT Network Intrusion dataset [149] is based on two commercially available IoT devices and usual network
devices, e.g. smartphones and laptops. The dataset was captured using aircrack-ng with monitor mode enabled;
all attacks were generated using Nmap software except the Mirai attack. There are 42 raw network packets
available in the dataset, including different attacks on the devices and network and normal traffic.

• BaT-IoT is an upgrade to UNSW-NB15 dataset [150] with focus on IoT devices. This dataset was captured
in the same lab, the Cyber Range Lab of UNSQ Canberra. The dataset contains network captures in PCAP
format with 72 million records of various DoS and other network-based attacks on an IoT-based network.

• IoT Analytics dataset [151] contains network traffic captures from a living lab containing 28 IoT devices,
including lights, cameras, motion sensors, smart plugs, health monitors and other appliances. The dataset is
six months long and inflated synthetically by the authors.

• MQTT-IoT-IDS2020 (Message Queuing Telemetry Transfer Internet of Things Intrusion Detection System
2020) [152] published in 2020, is a labelled dataset collected using a synthetic network containing twelve
different sensors, an MQTT broker, a simulated camera, and an attacker. The dataset consists of five scenarios,
including normal traffic and four attacks. This dataset is also considered to be used for smart home research
due to the type of devices and protocol used for capturing it.
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Table 7: Datasets for Smart Home Anomaly Detection Research
Ref Name Phy NT IoT SH Gen Known AD IDS Year Captured Setup Label
[138] CASAS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2009 2009-21 L
[139] NSL-KDD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2009 2009 L ✓
[141] UNSW-NB15 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2015 2015 L ✓
[142] IoTPOT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2015 2015-2022 L ✓
[143] REFIT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2017 2013 - 2014 R
[144] IoT-Sentinel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2017 2016 L ✓
[145] N-BaIoT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2018 N-A R ✓
[146] CSE-CIC-IDS-2018 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2018 2018 R ✓
[147] DS2OS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2018 2018 S ✓
[148] IoT host-based datasets ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2018 2018 L ✓
[149] IoT Network Intrusion ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2019 N-A L ✓
[150] Bot-IoT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2019 2019 L ✓
[151] IoT Analytics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2019 2019 L ✓
[152] MQTT-IoT-IDS2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 N-A S ✓
[153] IoT-23 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 2018-2019 L ✓
[154] GHOST-IoT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 2019 L ✓
[155] IoTID20 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 2020 L ✓
[156] TON-IoT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 2020 L ✓
[157] MQTTset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2020 2020 L ✓
[158] CUBRE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2023 2020 R ✓

Phy: Physical Sensors, NT: Network Traffic, SH: Smart Home, Gen: General Network, AD: anomaly detection, IDS: Intrusion Detection, Year: First Year of Release,
Setup: [R: Real, L: Laboratory, S: Synthetic]

• IoT-23 [153] is a labelled malware traffic dataset which was captured in a laboratory consisting of non-infected
real IoT devices, i.e., Amazon Alexa, Philips Hue devices, and Somfy smart door lock. There are 20 malware
and three normal traffic capture, connection log and summaries capture using Wireshark and Zeek. This dataset
is also considered for smart homes due to the involved devices being mostly used in an indoor inhabitant
environment.

• GHOST-IoT (Safe-Guarding Home IoT Environments with Personalised Real-time Risk Control) dataset
[154] is collected using various network interfaces. This dataset is one of its kind because of the variety of
network interfaces adapted to capture the traffic. The dataset was captured focusing on the smart home network
environment, which can be reflected by ZigBee, Bluetooth and RF interfaces.

• IoTID20 is an intrusion detection-focused dataset generated from the previously discussed IoT Network
Intrusion Detection dataset [155]. The authors of this dataset significantly improve it to detect attacks like
DoS, Mirai, MiTM and other scanning attacks.

• TON_IoT is also published by UNSW Canberra, the focus of this dataset is Industrial IoT (IIoT) and Industry
4.0 [156], but some researchers have used it for anomaly detection and IDS for smart homes[159] [160].

• MQTTset is a network traffic dataset [157] focusing on MQTT packets from various IoT devices. The dataset
contains packets from Temperature, Light, Humidity, Motion, CO2, Smoke, Fan speed, Door lock, and fan
sensors. The dataset was captured from a two-room setup scenario where the broker, in the centre, is exposed
to a malicious node. The frequency of packets ranges from fixed or periodic, 60 to 3600 seconds.

• CUBRE dataset is recently published by [158]; it contains data from all aspects of a smart home, i.e. network
traffic, environmental sensors, smart devices, and energy consumption. The dataset was captured during
October and November 2022 and published in 2023. The core novelty of this dataset is that it contains data
from all types on a shared singular timeline, which can help researchers look at both cyber and physical
anomalies in smart homes.

8 Considerations and System Design Framework

This section discusses considerations and provides a decision-making framework to design and implement an anomaly
detection system for a smart home environment. Three main questions need to be considered before addressing the
problem. This requires understanding all potential systems that presumably become part of the system. Figure 11
presents a graphical representation of our design framework.
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8.1 Data Source

It is pertinent to consider data sources for anomaly detection in smart homes, as every activity is based on certain
sensors and types of network activity. For example, [61] presented a comprehensive table of sensors and activities
relation in their presented work on anomaly detection. We have discussed sensor usage for activities and anomalies in
Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.1 in detail.

8.2 Network Element for Anomaly Detection

Similar to antivirus and intrusion detection schemes, which perform host-based or network-based detection, smart
homes-related anomalies in the presence of multiple smart devices with computational resources introduce novel
network elements where anomalies can be detected in an active environment.

• External Cloud Infrastructure (ECI) As most model generation uses high-performance computing systems,
the anomaly detection process can also be implemented on ECI, online and offline. In the online scenario,
the required data streams should be sent to the ECI in almost real-time; in the case of offline, the data can be
captured, stored and later passed through an anomaly detection engine.

• Smart Hub Devices (SHD) IoT Hubs or Smart Hubs are the central point for all devices in the network; all
types of anomalies can be detected at this point. There are a couple of issues to be looked into, i.e., Smart
Hubs are well-resourced, network availability is mandatory, and devices must be connected via a smart hub
(some off-the-shelf IoT devices connect to the cloud service directly via encrypted sessions).

• Directly connected IoT devices (DCD) Devices on the same wireless network can sniff the traffic between
IoT devices and cloud services (or smart hubs). There is a limited possibility of determining the data because
most devices use webhooks via TLS for communicating with servers. Information like size, time and other
context of packets can be monitored. These observations depend on network availability between the devices.

• Cross Over Observation (COO) Devices can observe each other in a local environment/network. This
type of observation can be both cyber and physical as the devices are in the same wireless network, and
network connectivity is required for the cyber perspective of this type of observation. Another major issue
about cross-over observations is that the IoT devices are already resource-constrained, so having instances of
anomaly detection for other devices is limited while running primary device operations in parallel.

• Energy Consumption Monitoring (ECM) Abnormal power consumption detection can also help look for
anomalies in IoT devices but only applies to appliances or always-on power devices. IoT devices and sensors
can be off-grid (battery-operated).

• Secondary External Observation (SEO) External low-cost sensors can be deployed in a smart home using
a different communication medium to observe only physical channels. These sensors can be off-the-shelf
micro-controllers, e.g., Arduino, ESP32, or single-board computers (SBC) like Raspberry Pi. In this case, the
observation device must be physically presence in the environment. These devices can feed a second opinion
on the physical environment and perform anomaly detection locally (on edge) to reduce overall response time
in case of accidents.

8.3 Latency

Early alerts can reduce the resulting loss against attacks, accidents or environmental hazards. Particularly for indepen-
dently living elderly people, it can be life-saving if anomalies can be detected earlier to allow caregivers time to respond
[47]. An anomaly detection algorithm’s low latency means that the time to alert is shorter in case an incident occurs
[40]. That’s why considering latency is one of the core factors in designing an anomaly detection system. There can
also be a trade-off between latency and computational resources if the known implications are thoroughly accessed
and mitigated by other means. Some researchers in this domain have discussed the time/latency factor in their work,
like [61] mentioned their detection took five seconds for most of the events and [42] compares ESN, BPTT and RTRL
based on training and testing times and concludes that ESN takes less time with better results. [114] results show
that the number of temporal sequences increases execution time with the worst results. Authors of [161] proposed an
LSTM-based model to detect anomalies in IoT systems with a latency of 532 milliseconds using a fog device. This area
of research for anomaly detection in smart homes is not well explored in academia.

8.4 Computational Resources

Computational resources are mandatory for any task in the cyber systems; resources required for anomaly detection
depend on the algorithm and the training dataset on which the model is trained. If the computational resources and
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Figure 11: Design Framework for Anomaly Detection in Smart Homes

required data streams are known, then it will be easier to determine which network element can be assigned the task
for anomaly detection; the element must have the required computational resources available, and data streams are
accessible.

8.5 Data Privacy

One of the main concerns is data privacy regarding private lives or people. Data streams, including network or physical
sensors. The data is required in both model generation and anomaly detection implementation processes. If the anomaly
detection is done in a local network (inside a smart home), privacy may not be a serious concern. Still, if it is being
done on an ECI, it should be covered under regulatory requirements. [61] uses a thermal camera with additional video
effects to detect human presence without identification.

9 Future Research Directions

This section discusses some of the important future research directions for anomaly detection in smart homes, including
real-time detection of anomalies using edge computing with privacy preservation, context-aware human behaviour
modelling for anomaly detection to reduce false positives while increasing the overall accuracy, multimodal data fusion,
deep learning or neural networks based techniques, and human feedback integration.

9.1 Real-Time Anomaly Detection

Three main deployment strategies are proposed for anomaly detection models in smart homes [162]. First is edge
computing-based anomaly detection, where the model is directly installed on an IoT device in the network for real-time
local processing. This requires the device to be equipped with adequate computational resources on board. In the
edge-computing-based anomaly detection work proposed by [163], the authors compared computation vs data storage
on edge and cloud, in which they have shown that the latency is minimum, i.e. 125.48 milliseconds when computation
and storage are performed on the edge device with no communication cost, but the latency increases drastically to
6590.53 milliseconds when data is sent to the cloud with additional communication cost. The second strategy can be
fog computing-based anomaly detection, where a central node within the smart home, e.g. smart hub, internet router or
SBC, processes data from all devices that can be near real-time. The first and second strategies are friendly as smart
home residents’ data remain local, but on the other hand, computational resources to run anomaly detection models
might be limited. The third strategy involves an externally managed (cloud or external third-party) central node for
processing. This strategy brings the challenge of privacy preservation as the smart home residents’ data has to leave the
local network and be stored or processed at a third-party-owned system. The choice depends on IoT devices’ resources,
network connectivity, security, and design factors. Further research is essential to pinpoint the best approach for specific
scenarios.
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9.2 Privacy-preserving Anomaly Detection

Privacy-preserving anomaly detection aims to identify unusual patterns in data without compromising the sensitive
information of the smart home’s residents. There are three key factors to consider. First is anomaly detection, in which
the goal is to spot anomalies like security breaches (cyber or physical), user behaviour, or system issues. The second
factor is data privacy, which focuses on keeping residents’ data under regulatory compliance and individual rights by
ensuring that data is not exposed during anomaly detection. The third factor is to maintain a balance between data utility
and privacy. A privacy-preserving solution proposed by [163] in which, while discussing the trade-offs between data
utility and privacy, the authors presented an honest and curious model to detect anomalies for smart home security. A
survey published by [164] states that privacy sensitivity is highest in IoT applications for smart homes when compared
with smart grids and smart transportation, and the security goal should be confidentiality for the smart home context.
Further research, e.g. data anonymisation for anomaly detection in smart homes, is needed to find the best balance
between data privacy and utility.

9.3 Context-Aware Anomaly Detection

Context-aware anomaly detection in smart homes promises enhanced security and functionality by considering the
environment and circumstances in addition to sensor or network traffic data. As stated by [165], context-aware systems
are not for delivering all information to anyone at any time, but "the ’right’ information, at the ’right’ time, in the

’right’ place, in the ’right’ way, to the ’right’ person". Context-awareness boosts detection accuracy while reducing
false alarms and optimizes resource use. For example, an illumination or temperature sensor’s data stream might differ
between weekdays and weekends. This contextual information can be used to deploy two different models for detecting
anomalies in light and temperature in each context. Most of the presented approaches in this area are based on cyber
aspects, i.e. network traffic and application data [166]; however, authors of [161] presented a context-aware approach
for anomaly detection in IoT systems. This area of research is also critical to be explored further.

9.4 Human-in-the-loop for Anomaly Detection

Humans can play a crucial role in the data mining process to implement effective eXplainable Artificial Intelligence
(XAI) for anomaly detection [167]. A human user can either be a smart home resident or an analyst who can access the
data and provide feedback. It will be invaluable for refining anomaly detection models. Other than that, real-world
datasets with human activities from the smart home environments can also play a vital role in training new and better
models and evaluating existing techniques. The datasets should also be considered to provide both cyber and physical
data from the smart home so that a holistic understanding can be developed and accuracy can be enhanced. Capturing
datasets should also consider nycthemeral cycle-based activities in the smart home; it can help design 24/7 monitoring
solutions to detect abnormal behaviour in smart homes. Further research may explore novel methods to collect human
activity datasets along with receiving and incorporating feedback from smart home residents to enhance accuracy and
performance while reducing false positives.

9.5 Multimodal Data Fusion for Anomaly Detection

Data fusion techniques for cyber and physical data sources from smart homes may also be explored in the future as
both datasets are of different types or structures, e.g. network traffic, wearable, environmental, or medical. Merging
different data sources can be helpful to optimize and enhance the accuracy of anomaly detection models [164]. Despite
some work done on data fusion in smart homes [168, 169] limited to fusing univariate data streams from physical
sources into multivariate datasets, there is a need for research on fusing physical sources data streams with network
traffic. Once the cyber-physical datasets from human activities in the smart home context are available at a reasonable
level, bench-marking for such datasets can be done and compared with other techniques and domains. Followed by
human feedback integration for refining the accuracy and reducing false positives. There is a need for further research
to develop new architectures for anomaly detection models as well as training strategies focused on smart home data.

10 Conclusions

Smart home residents are exposed to new threats due to the additional attacks via cyberspace. There are various types of
abnormal behaviours, both in humans and cyber systems. Recognising behaviour cyber-physical systems is the first step,
which leads to determining the nature of the behaviour, normal or abnormal. Anomaly detection is being researched
widely, but the context-awareness in anomaly detection needs to be addressed for each scenario. Activity and behaviour
recognition is critical to detect anomalies in a smart home. We presented a detailed comparison between known and
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unknown anomalies and detection techniques. Combining both cyber and physical data further opens ways to look for
suitable methods for detecting anomalies in cyber-physical behaviour data in a better way. Anomaly detection can be
performed at different stages of devices. Each stage has its limitations and pros/cons.
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